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Summary

We describe a case of an infant who presented with clinical features of hyperthyroidism. The child was found to be 
tachycardic,�hypertensive�and�diaphoretic,�she�was�noted�to�have�poor�weight�gain�and�difficulty�in�sleeping.�The�child�was�
admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit for care. She was found to have biochemical evidence of hyperthyroidism with 
positive thyroid stimulating immunoglobulin. She responded well to methimazole and propranolol and had a remarkable 
recovery. She is the youngest patient to be diagnosed with Graves disease in the English literature, at 12 months of life.
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Learning points:

 •  Hyperthyroidism must always be considered even at very young age, for patient presenting with poor weight gain 
and hyperdynamic state.

 •  Autoimmune diseases are becoming more common in infancy.
 •  Craniosynostosis and increased height for age are well-documented consequences of untreated hyperthyroidism 

in developing children.

Background

Graves disease (GD) is the most common cause of 
hyperthyroidism worldwide. The annual incidence of 
childhood hyperthyroidism is estimated to be 1 per 
1,000,000 in children younger than 4 years of age without 
female predominance (1). The usual age of presentation 
is between 20 and 30 years, and it is more common in 
females. Different causes of hyperthyroidism include 
Graves Disease (GD), exogenous hormone consumption, 
and toxic adenoma, with the former being the most 
common at all ages. The neonatal form of GD is seen 
in approximately 0.6% of children born to mothers 
with active or inactive GD (2). The maternal thyroid-
stimulating hormone receptor antibodies (TRAb) traverse 
the placenta and stimulate the newborn's thyroid gland 
leading to a transient hyperthyroid state. The disease self-

resolves, generally by 6 months of life, as the infant clears 
the maternal antibodies (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). It is, however, 
extremely infrequent in infants. Only four cases of Graves 
disease in children under the age of 2 have been reported 
in the literature. Although rare, the complications can be 
devastating, so identifying and treating GD in infants are 
vital. Along with reviewing the literature on Graves disease 
in infancy, we describe an infant who presented at 12 
months of life with intermittent facial flushing and poor 
weight gain.

Case presentation

A 12-month-old female presented to her pediatrician with 
poor weight gain, occasional facial flushing, and nighttime 
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restlessness. The child was born at term, adequate for 
gestational age with a birth weight of 3.22 kg (−0.37 s.d.), 
birth length of 51 cm (0.67 s.d.), and head circumference 
of 33.5 cm (−0.78 s.d.), following an uncomplicated 
pregnancy to two healthy Asian parents. The mother was 
clinically euthyroid during pregnancy, had no exposure 
to iodine-containing products and no family history 
of thyroid-related illness or auto-immune conditions  
were reported.

Investigation

The child was found to have an undetectable thyroid 
stimulating hormone (TSH) level and a free T4 of 2.1 ng/dL 
(normal 0.80–1.50 ng/dL). She was referred to a pediatric 
endocrinologist where she was noted to be tachycardic at a 
heart rate of 149 bpm, with significant perspiration on the 
scalp as well as her palmar and plantar surfaces and had a 
slightly palpable thyroid gland, but no tremors, irritability, 
lid lag or stare. She was admitted to the pediatric intensive 
care unit (PICU) due to concerns of thyroid storm. In the 
PICU, she was noted to have a blood pressure of 141/104 
mmHg and pulse of 220 bpm with sinus rhythm on ECG.

Treatment

She was started on propranolol 2 mg Q 8 h  
(0.78 mg/kg/day) and methimazole 1.25 mg BID  
(0.3 mg/kg/day). Results from her thyroid ultrasound 
revealed an unremarkable gland.

Outcome and follow-up

She had positive thyroid peroxidase antibodies (TPO) of 
21.60 IU/mL (normal 0.00–5.60 IU/mL), Thyroglobulin 
antibodies (TgAb) of 0.90 IU/mL (normal 0.00–4.10  
IU/mL), and thyroid stimulating immunoglobulin (TSI) 
level of 263 IU/L (normal 0.00–0.55IU/L), confirming the 
diagnosis of GD. She was discharged home 2 days later, on 
methimazole and propranolol.

She continues to be followed in our Pediatric 
Endocrinology clinic. At her 24 months visit, she remains 
on methimazole due to persistently high TSI. She is 
currently clinically euthyroid (Table 1). Her most recent 
measurements recorded for length of 83.8 cm (−0.74 s.d.), 
with a weight of 9.2 kg (−2.77 s.d.) and head circumference 
of 45.7 cm (−1.38 s.d.), as compared to her measurements 
at the time of diagnosis; the weight of 7.8 kg (−2.3 s.d.), 
length of 72.4 cm (−0.98 s.d.) and head circumference of 44 
cm (−1.12 s.d.). She has attained all of her developmental 
milestones appropriately. 

Discussion

Autoimmune thyroid disease is the most common 
cause of acquired thyroid illness worldwide in all age 
groups. Patients can present with either Graves disease 
or Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT), which are both T-cell 
mediated inflammatory dysfunctions of the thyroid 
gland. The cause of thyroid autoimmunity is not well 
understood but seems to be multifactorial. Various genes 
and proteins have been associated with the development 
of autoimmune thyroid disease, including but not limited 
to HLA-DR, PTPN22 and CD40 (9). The disease incidence 
increases with age, with adolescence being the most 
common age of presentation in the pediatric population 
(10). Autoimmune thyroid disease is rarely seen in children 
less than 3 years old, but some cases have been reported; 
Østergaard et al. described a 7-month-old child presenting 
with myxedema coma in the setting of HT (11). In regards 
to Graves disease, to our knowledge, only four patients 
between the ages of 0 and 24 months have been described 
in the English literature. They were all believed to have had 
symptoms at a younger age but were diagnosed and treated 
many months later (Table 2). This significant delay in 
diagnosis and treatment may be due to the overall rarity in 
this age group and the insidious onset of hyperthyroidism, 
commonly presenting as goiter, tachycardia, restlessness, 
and exophthalmos, some with failure to thrive and 
gastrointestinal manifestations.

Table 1 Laboratory values over time.

Age (months) 12 13 16 18 21 24

Free T4 (n = 0.85–1.75�ng/dL) 2.1 1.4 1.23 1.48 1.69 
TSH (n = 0.70–5.97�uIU/mL) <0.01 <0.02 <0.02 8.5� 0.129 0.028
Thyroid stimulating immunoglobulin (TSI) (n = 0.00–0.55�IU/L) 263 329 58.3 66.1 67.6�
Thyroglobulin antibody (n = 0–5�IU/mL) 0.9
Thyroid peroxidase antibodies (TPO) (n = 0–5.5�IU/mL) 21.6
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Robinson et  al. diagnosed a 20-month-old child 
with GD when he presented with poor weight gain since 
9 months of age, chronic diarrhea, and restlessness 
since the age of 15 months. At that time, a goiter with a 
loud bruit, tachycardia, hypertension, as well as a stare 
without exophthalmos was detected (12). Park et  al. 
diagnosed an 18-month-old child who presented with 
failure to thrive, hair loss, stare, restlessness, thyromegaly, 
tachycardia, and hypertension. The patient had been 
experiencing tachycardia, frontal bossing, and advanced 
bone age since the age of 13 months (13). Arisaka et  al. 
diagnosed a 19-month-old girl with GD when she was 
found to have exophthalmos, restlessness, diaphoresis, 
goiter, and tachycardia with linear growth acceleration. 
She otherwise had a normal development. Some of her 
symptoms were recounted to have started around her first 
birthday (14). More recently, Chen et al. described a child 
who was diagnosed with GD at 18 months of age with mild 
exophthalmos and a palpable thyroid gland. He initially 
presented at 16 months with chronic diarrhea and emesis, 
leading to weight loss (15). Craniosynostosis and increased 
height for age are well-documented consequences of 
untreated hyperthyroidism in developing children. 
Nonetheless, they were not noted in any of these cases or 
our patient.

We present an infant, who was found to have an 
undetectable TSH and elevated free T4 at 12 months of 
life, associated with poor weight gain and restlessness. She 
was also found to be diaphoretic, with tachycardia and 
hypertension. She had moderately positive TPO antibodies 
and markedly elevated TSI. Her thyroid gland was palpable, 
although no thyromegaly was reported on imaging. The 
child responded well to propranolol and methimazole. 
In contrast to the cases of a similar age group previously 
mentioned, she did not have any gastrointestinal 
symptoms nor was she found to have any ocular changes. 
The consistent finding in all children reported above is a 
palpable thyroid gland. Three out of four of the reviewed 
cases were found to have either weight loss or failure to gain 
weight, hypertension, or tachycardia, as well as restlessness.

The first-line therapy for GD in children less than 5 
years old is methimazole (16). Propylthiouracil (PTU) is 
not commonly used as a first-line agent due to its black box 
warning of liver damage. Since GD can eventually go into 
remission, medical treatment is attempted as the first-line 
method. Radioactive iodine and surgical removal of the 
gland are considered second-line treatment methods.

The development of autoimmune thyroid disease at 
a young age may be caused by an environmental insult 
in a child who is genetically predisposed. Some studies Ta
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have shown a seasonality to the presentation of the GD 
with the theory of molecular mimicry, which happens 
when the human body produces self-antigens in response 
to a viral or bacterial exposure, raising the question of 
infectious triggers to the disease (2). Several reports have 
found an increasing prevalence of autoimmune disease in 
the pediatric population over the past decades, especially 
in type I diabetes mellitus (17, 18). The possibility of 
concomitant other autoimmune disorders must always 
be considered, as some studies have reported a significant 
association between autoimmune thyroid disease, GD 
and HT, with other autoimmune illnesses; notably, type 
1 diabetes mellitus and celiac disease (19). For this reason, 
periodic screening for different autoimmune diseases is 
important in this patient population. Some studies have 
suggested that genetically predisposed children who are 
exposed to cow’s milk protein in formula early in life are 
at higher risk for autoimmune diseases (20, 21). However, 
the TRIGR (Trial to Reduce Insulin Dependent Diabetes 
Mellitus in the Genetically at Risk) study, which was a 
large and multinational clinical trial, demonstrated no 
significant increase in type I diabetes mellitus incidence 
in genetically predisposed children who were weaned 
to a hydrolyzed formula compared to conventional 
formula (22). Children with chromosomal disorders like 
Turner syndrome and Down syndrome are known to 
have an increased risk of associated autoimmune thyroid 
disease. HT can be preceded by GD, and less commonly 
the conversion from HT to GD has been observed (23). 
This conversion is theorized to be due to a switch in the 
biological activity of TRAb and its ability to have blocking 
and stimulating effects on the thyroid gland, although this 
statement has not been proven (23, 24, 25).

Conclusion

This report describes the youngest child to be diagnosed 
with GD in the published English literature. Our patient 
shares most of the signs and symptoms of other children 
in her age group who have been previously described. The 
reason for which this disease develops at such a young age 
remains unclear, but a very high TSI may implicate an early 
onset of autoimmunity. To enhance knowledge about GD 
in infancy, we propose maintaining a registry of cases with 
genetic studies, monitoring the disease and time course of 
TSI persistence, and correlating with a duration of illness. 
This may help predict the likelihood of disease remission, as 
opposed to undergoing definitive but invasive treatments 
such as radioactive iodine and surgery. Pediatricians must 

have a high index of suspicion to diagnose and treat infants 
with GD promptly.
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